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may benefit from Reading glasses may prefer, she says, while someone else might opt for bigger, chunky, out-of-the-box frames. You may be Maintain a collection of glasses, as Steigerwald does, so you can switch your look whenever the mood strikes you. If you're torn about who to buy glasses, solicit an honest assessment — in person or through texted
selfies — from a friend or about a loved one whether couples are flattering you're considering. You just have to find the right pair for your face, Andreoli says. And I think with the right pair on, most faces look better in glasses than not in glasses. What are the options for reading glasses? Among the glasses reading options are multifocal glasses, multifocal
contact lenses and surgeries (including monovision LASIK and refractive lens exchange), Wang says. Of course, you can try to feather it without simply reading the glasses, but that puts you at risk of the eyes, which can trigger headaches, double vision and other problems. What are some common myths about reading glasses? One of the most common
myths: wearing reading glasses will weaken your eyes. That's not true, Wang says. Yet another myth: Undergoing cataract surgery will heal your eyes, meaning you can ditch your reading glasses. That's also not true, Wang says. Androli notes that you may have built-in vision problems that can't be corrected with reading glasses. And then there's the notion
that wear glasses reading is looking old. Eye care professionals dismiss that glasses as an outdated way of looking at reading, especially considering that more than 150 million Americans have the right to wear vision glasses. I like to remind people that studies show that many people think that someone wearing reading glasses is often considered more
intelligent than anyone who doesn't, wang says. Page Update September 2019 2019
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